Abstract-Long term evolution (LTE) network, incompatible with 2G and 3G networks is the most promising technology for wireless communication with higher speed and capacity. Self organized load balancing is an important research issue for the wireless networks. Game theory provides an efficient way to provide self-organizing properties in a distributed environment like LTE networks. Load balancing means to assign users from highly loaded cells to neighbor lower loaded cells. The amount of load needs to be offtoaded or accepted by a particular cell is not really specified and currently totally vendor specified. In our proposed cooperative game theoretic approach, each cell is considered as a player where they trade the load by forming a coalition by satisfying the overall performance of the network.
to provide better performance in terms of satisfied users and properly distributed loads.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work. Section III explains our system model. In Section IV we present our proposed method. Section V discusses simulation results for a LTE network. Section VI concludes this paper with a brief smmnary.
II. RELATED WORKS
In distributed networks, the goal is to build a collab orative environment for facilitating the effective usage of resources [6] . Load balancing is the key factor to maintain the resources of the network in a way that the performance is maximized. Most of the existing load balancing techniques does not provide self-organizing properties.
In [3] and [7] , game theoretic approaches are proposed for the load balancing in a homogeneous network. In these methods, cells are considered as a rational player who deals with the load using game theoretic approach. But this non cooperative method makes the cell selfish to maximize its own reward. So, it is often possible that the performance of a particular cell may be improved but the overall performance of the network can be deteriorated.
Cooperative method helps to provide cooperation among cells to maximize the overall performance of the network. We propose a cooperative game theoretic approach, Shapely value [5] by forming a coalition among cells of a LTE network. This paper proposes a cooperative game theoretic approach for load balancing which helps to balance the load by calculating the Shapely value among the neighboring cells, forming a coalition among them. Simulation results show that the performance is improved in terms of satisfied users by improving the load balancing across the network.
III. SYS TEM MODEL
The eNodeB allocates the physical resource blocks (PRBs) to all users by using a scheduling function. This scheduling function will be based on signal-to-noise ratio (SINR) of every user and resources that are used in user equipments (UEs).
Let the average data rate per user, u is denoted by Du and the data rate per PRB is given by R( SIN R) of user, u. Best load balancing can be achieved by Shannon's theorem [5] R( SINR) = [og2(1 + SINRu) (1) Load generated (amount of PREs required by user, u) by each user for the required data rate Du is Du N u = R( SINR)BW (2) Here, BW is the transmission rate of one PRBs per frame.
The load of a cell, c can be expressed as
Here, Ntot is the total number of PRBs of a cell. X (u) is the connection function which gives the serving cell, c for user, u.
Due to the resource limitations, number of unsatisfied user increases. When Pc � 1 users will be satisfied, otherwise unsatisfied. If, Pc = N, it satisfies only 1:t users [3] . Then, the number of satisfied user of a network can be expressed as
where number of users in a cell, c is denoted as Uc.
IV. PROPOSED ME THOD FOR LOAD BALANCING
We consider a cellular coverage area, c consists of n cells where, c = {Cl,C2,C3,C4, ... Cn} which are participating in the coalition. For a overloaded cell, Pc > 1. The overloaded cell gets all possible information from its connected UEs about the reference signal received power (RSRP) levels not only for the serving cells but also for the neighboring cells having a strong signal level [8] . During a cell selection, cell reselection or hand over an UE usually selects the cell based on RSRP which is the average power measured on UEs for cell specific reference signal [3] .The link imbalance value, which is defined as the difference in the RSRP levels of overloaded cell, 0 and the
A good or optimum RSRP value provides good SINR value which determines a good signal strength of a cell to the UEs.The coalition that involves the under loaded cells, max imizes the satisfaction based on their marginal contribution in a fairly distribution manner. The utility function of the overloaded cell, 0 and the under loaded cell, i is denoted as
Here, b.Xi is the load value that represents how much load will be added to the underloaded cell and b.Xo is the load that will be given out from the overloaded cell.
For load balancing first we calculate each cell's obtained value by using are opposite for two cells and the cells meet the threshold value of SINR will be considered as neighbor cells.
B. Modeling
Now we design a Bipartite graph for those cells. Positive obtained value carrier cells are on the left partition and negative obtained value carrier cells on the right partition. After modeling we use our own greedy algorithm for maximizing the number of satisfied cells. If any cell fails to satisfy itself then we will try to make that cell's obtained value close to zero by losing or gaining some loads. But unfortunately, few cell's obtained value remain unchanged forever because of insufficient number of neighbor of that cell. Our first priority is to maximize the number of satisfied cell and the second priority is to maximize the number of cell's obtained value more close to zero.
C. Proposed algorithm
Considering the Algorithm I and the bipartite graph in Fig. 2 , all the cells in left side are arranged in ascending order of their obtained values from bottom to top. We try to make those cells satisfied or more close to satisfied where obtained values are more close to zero. We take that particular cell's neighboring cells from right side in descending order because we also need to make those satisfied or more close to satisfied. So, for each operation, we give the maximum possible loads from left side cell to its neighboring cell then the obtained values of both cells will be closer to zero which is closer to be satisfied. Here, actually for each operation at least one of the cells must be satisfied. For each operation, we remove the satisfied cell from the bipartite graph. If both cells satisfied in each operation, we will remove both satisfied cells from the bipartite graph. If a cell in left side becomes satisfied then we go to the next left side cell instead of seeing other neighboring cells because that particular cell already becomes satisfied. So it can not make satisfy any other cells because if it gives its remaining cells to its neighbor then it becomes unsatisfied. But if that left side cell is not satisfied then we continue to see its next neighboring cells because its previous neighboring cell becomes satisfied but not itself. So, it has a chance to satisfy itself if it has any neighboring cell exist. If it has no longer any neighboring cells exist and it is not satisfied still now, it will remain unsatisfied cell forever. We will go to the next left side cell to operate that same process. In this way maximum possible number of cells will be satisfied and also maximum number of possible cell's obtained value will be more close to zero. 
Remove cell id->v and remove all the edges connecting to that cell from Bipartite Graph(G)
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For n players, the set of coalitions, 2 N ; here i is the index for each player, N is the set of n players.The formula can be interpreted as follow. S is the set of a coalition then a cell i can contribute for each coalition is [v( S U {i} )v(S)] the marginal contribution of i to coalition S,where v(S)is the value including i and v(S U i) the value of contribution to lSI without i. liN! denotes that each player should take the average of this contribution for different permutation in which the coalition can form.
E. Algorithm analysis Fig. 3 shows the steps about how the algorithm works. Here is a particular scenario of some cells forming a bipartite graph. Applying the algorithm 1 in Fig. 3 , we find how it works. In each step if any cell becomes satisfied, it is marked as bold and it will be removed from the bipartite graph. All of its edges will also be removed. In the final step we can see that 2 cells are remain unsatisfied forever.
V. EXPERIMEN TAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION

A. Settings of parameters
For simulation we design a homogeneous network with 19 sites, 3 sectors per site. That means total 57 cells in the network. In all simulation we use default values for the parameters mentioned in Table I . For the simulation and evaluation we use Matlab. Shapley value provides the best way for load balancing in a cooperative manner where maximum number of cells become satisfied. Since all cells in the coalition get benefits, all wish to join in the coalition. In the simulation we consider a small homogeneous network. Some cells cant be satisfied from our simulation but if we consider for a grand coalition then the number of unsatisfied users decreases.
In Fig. 4 we observe that the number of unsatisfied users decreases over time after load balancing due to the availability of free PREs. Overloaded cells that are much closer to its under loaded neighboring cell will get maximum resources. As a result, the overloaded cell can distribute this resource to its cell users.
In Fig. 5 we notice that after load balancing the Shapley value line is in middle. Since, overloaded cells offload and 
VI. CONCLUSION
Load balancing is an important research issue for the increased performance in a LTE. Future technology demands a self-organizing algorithm for load balancing which is not vendor specified. In this paper, we propose a self-organized algorithm for load balancing. Our method is based on co operative game theory which provides a way to allocate the resources efficiently in a distributed network. We compare and evaluate our proposed method before and after load balancing to get the number of satisfied users and the load values. Our simulation results show better performance in terms of satis fied users after balancing the load using our algorithm. Future work includes the consideration of a heterogeneous network and to implement a faster algorithm for load balancing.
